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For decades, Robotics has been acknowledged as a pillar in industrial and commercial automation. 
Today, mobile robots are considered as an amalgamation of informative, intellectual, insightful and 
manipulative capabilities. The Pioneer Robot at Murdoch University is a mobile vehicle used for 
teaching and research purposes. This report will give insight into various aspects of automation and 
control of the Pioneer Robot employed for applications like navigation and object tracking. 
The aim of this project is to remotely control the Pioneer Robot. The introductory segment of this 
thesis report talks about the significance of the Pioneer Robot. The second segment deals with the 
literature review of robots which focuses on the history of robots, structure of robotics, the 
essential elements and techniques employed in the field of mobile robotics and review of some 
works done on mobile robots. The various control boards, electronic components, and sensors 
utilised in controlling the Pioneer robot are discussed in the third segment of this report. 
Initial hardware testing of the Pioneer Robot is discussed in the fourth segment of this report. The 
fifth and sixth segment of this report talks about the implementation and software development 
aspects of the project which includes PCB design, wireless communication setup, troubleshooting 
of various control boards, installation of a Pixy camera on the Pioneer Robot, and development of a 
software program for assigning tasks (navigation and object tracking) to the Pioneer Robot. The 
latter segments of this report address the challenges encountered during the project and some 
future works that can be done on the Pioneer Robot. The objectives of this project were achieved 
successfully. The Pioneer Robot is in an operational state capable of performing obstacle avoidance 
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The Pioneer Robot 3-AT was designed and manufactured by MobileRobot inc in Amherst, New 
Hampshire USA which was acquired by Adept Technology in 2010 [1]. The Pioneer robot is a 
small ground research mobile robot. The versatility, reliability, durability, customisability and 
ruggedness of the robot makes it suitable for educational research purposes. The robot can be 
used for applications such as mapping, navigation, monitoring, vision and much more. For 
several years, the Pioneer Robot has been a part of Murdoch University for educational 
research purposes. Initially it was fitted with Linux computer system but it was removed 
because Murdoch teaching environment makes use of Forth programming language and 
68HC11 Microcontrollers. Hence the Linux system was replaced with a 68HC11 
microcontroller. The most recent work done on the robot was in 2012(5 years prior to this) by 
Dion Patelis for his Bachelor of Engineering final thesis project [2]. Figure 1 shows the Pioneer 
Robot after the completion of Dion’s project. At the end of the project he was able to 
accomplish the following tasks listed below [2]: 
 Control the direction and movement of the robot 
 Install the LCD screen 
 Install a keypad  
 Design and install a front panel for the system to enable a switch between wireless and 
manual control of the robot  
 Communicate with the sonar sensors 
 Communicate with the motor encoders 
 Control the grippers 
 Design and install the PCB distribution board 
 
Figure 1: Pioneer Robot 
1.1 Aim   
The aim of this project is to: 
1. Verify correct functionality of all the electronics involved in the Pioneer Robot. 
2. Investigate different technologies available for wireless communication with the Pioneer 
Robot. 
3. Design a PCB for interfacing various electronics boards of the Pioneer Robot. 
4. Develop a Forth-based Microcontroller program for assigning different tasks to the Pioneer 
Robot. 




The objectives listed below are necessary in order to achieve the aim of this project: 
1. Review the previous documents of the Pioneer Robot to understand how the system works. 
This involves the study of the previous work that has been done on the Pioneer Robot, discussion 
with the project supervisor about his intentions for the project and also carrying out general 
studies on what the pioneer robot is used for and how it is designed. 
 
2. Test the various electronics used for the project 
As stated in section 1, it has been five years since work was done on the robot. Therefore, it is 
necessary to carry out an initial test on the robot to make sure that all the components of the robot 
are in good working condition. 
 
3. Select and configure a suitable wireless communication device 
To make the Pioneer Robot a fully autonomous system, it is necessary to control and communicate 
with the robot wirelessly. This involves carrying out research to determine which wireless device is 
suitable for the system. 
 
4. Software design and etching of the Printed Circuit Board 
This project involves many control boards including a motor control board, gripper control board, 
bumper board, sonar sensors control board, microcontroller board and two different voltages, 
which requires isolation. A Printed Circuit Board with isolated 5V and 12V voltage supply is needed 
to interface the various boards. This objective is concerned with developing an interface board for 
the system. 
 
5. Connection of the interface board 
After the design and etching of the PCB, it will then be installed on the system with the use of 
ribbon cable and connectors.  
 
6. Hardware tests 
After connecting each component, the final hardware test is required to make sure the PCB design 
and installation has been done properly. 
 
7. Software development  
A code for the Pioneer Robot will be developed to communicate with the various components of 
the robot. The final code will be used to control the actions of the robot to achieve the aim of this 
project. 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
A robot is defined as "a reprogrammable, multifunctional manipulator designed to move materials, 
parts, tools, or specialized devices through various programmed motions for the performance of a 
variety of tasks." Also, the industrial robot is defined as "some rigid links connected by joints of 
different types that are controlled and monitored by computer" [3]. The basic purpose of robots is 
to help humans perform dangerous, tedious and continuous tasks. The aim was to terminate the 
direct interaction of humans with the dangerous industrial production processes. To achieve this, 
the robot needs to be operated autonomously. Automation involves a central controlling system or 
inbuilt-intelligence, which will make it possible to monitor and control the robot from a computer 




 FIXED AUTOMATION 
This type of automation is used for special purpose machines, where the operation follows 
a fixed sequence over a period. 
 PROGRAMMABLE AUTOMATION  
This type of automation is used in operations where the sequence of operation needs to be 
altered by modifying the control program. 
 FLEXIBLE AUTOMATION 
In this type of automation, the equipment is designed to manufacture a variety or 
combination of products according to a specified schedule. 
 
2.1 The structure of robotics 
Figure 2 shows the design, monitoring, and control of robotic systems which involve central 
intelligence, controllers, sensors, actuators, power, and effects [4]. 
 INTELLIGENCE 
The central brain of a robot is considered as the intelligence in robotics. This can be a 
computer or microcontroller that can make decisions about the tasks that the system must 
perform. 
 CONTROLLERS 
All the electric parts attached to a robot are controlled by individual control boards or 
electronic circuits. This can include position control, kinematic control, dynamic control, 
adaptive control, internal control and external control. 
 ACTUATORS 
These are components that are responsible for movement and may involve sensors, 
motors, and solenoids. 
 SENSORS 
These are the modules or devices which will inform the controller about the changes in the 
environment. This will help the operator to manipulate the tasks and commands 
accordingly. 
 POWER 
A power supply is needed to run the robot. The type of power supply is dependent on the 
type of robot. If the robot needs to move around, batteries and cells are considered while if 
the robot is fixed, electric power supply outlets can be used. 
 EFFECTS 
Effects like light and sound can be added to the system for indication or warning, e.g., a 





Figure 2: Structure of Robotics [4] 
2.2 Advantages and disadvantages of robots 
With the advancement of industrial robots, there are always pros and cons involved. Robots can be 
beneficial to humans when it comes to some risky and hazardous jobs, but the use of robot can 
lead to unemployment. This is why it is important to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of 
robotics. 
 Advantages  
1. Growth in production, standard and uniformity of the products. 
2. Robots can be used for risky jobs. 
3. Robots can work in a tough and extreme environment. 
4. The efficiency of a robot is consistent. 
5. Machines are considered to be much more accurate than humans [3]. 
 
 Disadvantages 
1. Robots replaces labourers, hence, contribute to unemployment rate. 
2. Proper safety measures must be followed when working with robots to avoid any harm to 
the operators or the machines. 
3. The price of installation, training, and monitoring of robots are high [3]. 
2.3 Locomotion of robot 
Forces must be applied to a robot to make it move. The movement caused by the application of 
force to a robot is called locomotion. The locomotive strategy of a robot is determined by the 
application and environment of the robot. Discussed below are the four generalised categories of 
mobile robots based on application environment [5]: 
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1. Terrestrial Robot 
Robots which can move on the ground. These include wheeled and legged robot which can 
roll and use tracks for movement [5]. The ground mobile robot which runs autonomously is 
also named as unmanned ground vehicles [6]. 
2. Aquatic Robot 
Robots that move in water, at the surface or underwater. It comprises of ships, 
submarines, etc. [5]. 
3. Airborne Robot 
Mobile robots that have the capability to fly in certain aerial space. These include aircraft, 
airplanes, helicopters, drones, etc. [6].  
4. Space Robot 
Robots that move in the microgravity of outer space. But more frequently as space stations 
[5]. 
2.4 Wheeled robot steering system 
Most four-wheeled robots rely on one of the three control systems; Ackermann steering, 
differential drive, and the omnidirectional steering method. These mechanisms are used to enable 
the vehicle to change its direction or for turning the vehicle by varying the speed. 
2.4.1 Differential steering 
This is one of the simplest mechanism, which works by varying the speed of the left and right 
wheels to make it turn left or right. The forward and reverse direction are easily achieved, but for a 
360° spin, the two wheels on both sides must rotate in opposite direction at the same velocity [7]. 
In differential drive, the two independent wheels on each side are fixed on a common horizontal 
axis as shown in Figure 3. 
Differential wheeled robot offers three cases [8]: 
1. The robot moves in the forward or reverse direction when the angular velocity and the 
direction of the wheels on both sides are identical. This depends on the movement of the 
wheels; clockwise motion will move the robot in the forward direction, and the 
anticlockwise motion will move it to the reverse direction. 
2. If the angular speed of the wheels on both sides is identical, but the direction is opposite, 
the robot will spin around its vertical axis. 
3. If the angular speed is different for both side wheels in the same or opposite direction, the 
robot will make a curve movement. If         , is used to indicate the direction of 
movement of a robot, where    is the angular velocity of right side wheels and    is the 
angular velocity of the left side wheel [9]. 
 Case1: If   >0 
The angular velocity of the right wheel is greater than the angular velocity of the left 
wheel, the robot will turn left.  
 Case2: If   <0  
The angular velocity of the left wheel is greater than the angular velocity of the right 




Figure 3: Differential -steered vehicle 
2.4.2 Ackermann Steering 
This steering method is generally used in cars where front wheels are used for steering by 
mechanically coordinating the angles of the two front wheels fixed on a common axle as shown in 
Figure 4. Some of the advantages are listed below: 
1. Increased steering control 
2. Better stability 
3. Less slippage 
4. Less power consumptions [8]. 
 
Figure 4: Ackerman-steered vehicle [9] 
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2.4.3 Omnidirectional drive 
The robot uses omnidirectional wheels in which the smaller and bigger wheels are attached 
perpendicular to each other. This gives the robot liberty to move independently in all directions. In 
the 4-wheel design, there are two driving wheels and two free wheels as shown in Figure 5. An 
omnidirectional drive mechanism is expensive to implement, has high energy loss and position 
control is not easy to achieve [8]. 
 
 
Figure 5: Four-wheel Omni-directional vehicle [8] 
2.5 Sensing elements in robotics 
To make a machine work like a human, sensor elements are required. The sensors in robotics are 
broadly classified as external and internal sensors [3]. The generic sensing principle of robotic 
sensors is to convert the variables of a physical environment into electrical signals [10]. The sensors 
enable the robot to interact with the outer world and hence, with the help of a feedback 
mechanism, the robot will be able to respond accordingly.   
2.5.1 Exteroceptors: 
Also known as external sensors are used for evaluation of a robot’s environmental parameters. 
They are further classified as contact and non-contact sensors [3].  
1. Contact sensors 
Contact sensors are one of the most common sensors which enable a robot to determine the 
shape, size, weight and the feature of any object by direct contact. This is useful for any industrial 
process which involves assembly operations. 
Contact sensors generalised operation: 
 Searching: It will look for any physical sensitive touch. 
 Recognition: figuring the shape, size, position, distance, and orientation. 
 Moving: “placing, joining, or inserting a part with the aid of force sensors” [3].  
 
1.1 Touch Sensor 
Touch sensor is a type of contact sensor. This sensor gives an output in binary form which                                
helps to determine when contact is made with the sensors. They are used to establish the presence 
of an object. Micro-switches are one of the most common touch sensors used in robotics. Bumper 
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switches use touch sensors to navigate a robot through a narrow path. The gripper clips use touch 
sensors to determine if an object has been gripped. The output of the gripper switch may be binary 
0 or 1 to indicating if an object has been gripped or not. Limit switches are also considered as 
contact switches which can be utilised to determine the position of an object [3]. 
1.2 Force/Torque Sensors 
These sensors estimate the force and torques applied by mechanical touch with the help of a 
transducer. Individual stress sensors can respond to force applied in one direction, but a 
combination of two or more sensors can be used to measure forces and torques in two or three 
directions. Strain gauges are utilised to make forces and torques sensors. These sensors are 
applicable in designing of gripper arms which use force feedback application to ensure that objects 
gripped are not damaged. This is done by exploring the force and the pressure applied to the object 
to grip [3].  
2. Non-contact sensors 
Non-contact sensors require no physical touch or contact for providing information about the 
environment [3]. Some examples of non-contact sensors are: 
2.1 Proximity sensors 
Proximity sensors are used to determine the presence of an object without being in physical 
contact with the object by measuring the distance between the sensor and the object [11]. These 
sensors are considered as safety sensors. The signals from the proximity sensor can be used in 
workstations as a warning or indication signal to avoid collision. "These non-contact sensors have 
widespread use, such as for high-speed counting, protection of workers, indication of motion, 
sensing the presence of ferrous materials, level control, and non-contact limit switches" [3].  
Types of proximity sensors: 
2.1.1 Optical proximity sensor 
These sensors measure the light intensity reflected, to detect the presence of an object. The 
distance from an object can be estimated by evaluating the relation between the light intensity and 
the distance between the object and the sensor [12].  
 
2.2 Range sensors 
Range sensors are used to continuously measure the precise distance from any object. They are 
employed for navigation and obstacle avoidance application of a robot. These sensors work on one 
of the two principles: time of flight and triangulation. The time of flight estimates the time elapsed 
between the transmitted and the received signals, example- sonar sensors. Triangulation sensors 
measure the distance of the object by considering the constant point on the object from two 
different viewpoints, and the distance between the viewpoints are pre-known [3]. 
2.3 Machine vision sensors 
Vision sensors are utilised to identify an object by evaluating and exploring the characteristic of an 
object. These sensors convert the visual signal into electrical signal, which is applied to complex 
algorithms for the identification of an object [3]. 
2.4 Velocity sensors 
Velocity sensors are used to estimate the speed of a robot. A DC tachometer is an example of a 
velocity sensor. It is used to calculate the revolutions per minute of a moving part which is further 
used in the calculation of voltage. This information can be used for controlling and monitoring the 
motion of a robot [3]. 
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2.5.2 Proprioceptors  
Also known as internal sensors, are used for the evaluation of the internal parameters of robots. 
The kinematic and dynamic specifications can be measured using the proprioceptors. Some of the 
internal sensors are discussed below: 
1. Potentiometers 
A potentiometer is a device that is used to measure linear displacement by converting mechanical 
displacement to electrical signal. There are two types of potentiometers: linear and angular 
potentiometer.  
2. Incremental encoder 
Incremental encoders generate pulses which are proportional to the angle of rotation. These 
sensors are used for the position measurement and have high resolution.  Incremental encoders 
need to be initialized by moving them to a reference position every time the power is restored. 
2.6 Brief history of robots 
The world has witnessed the evolution of Robotics in almost every field, whether it is for industrial 
or commercial purposes. In the last two decades, the idea of robots has progressed from science 
fiction films to real fully autonomous or semi-autonomous electromechanical machines that can be 
controlled by computers [13]. Czech playwright, Karel Capek was the first to introduce the word 
‘ROBOT' for his play named "Rossum's Universal Robots" in 1921, in which he portrayed robots as 
machines with low expense, low maintenance, mechanically perfect and had a developed 
intelligence but later, in Capek's play, the robots rebelled and destroyed their creator [14]. 
However, in the 1940s, Isaac Asimov in his science-fiction stories showed the robots as the 
supporter for humans. Also, Asimov proposed three basic laws or rules for robots, which are 
commonly known as the ‘Laws of Robotics’ [15]. 
Laws of Robotics: 
1. A robot must not harm a human being, nor through inaction allow one to come to harm. 
2. A robot must always obey a human being, unless when in conflict with the first law. 
3. A robot must protect itself from harm, unless when in conflict with the first two laws [15]. 
These science fiction literature have contributed to the development of robots. The era of Robotics 
began after World War 2, with the development of remotely controlled mechanical manipulators 
developed at Argonne and Oak Ridge National Laboratories for handling radioactive material. Soon 
after this, the Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) machine was invented, which enabled 
milling of low-volume, high-performance aircraft parts [13]. In 1954, George Devol, Jr. developed a 
programmable primitive arm, which performs certain jobs. With the enhancement of Unimation 
(universal and automation) robot, the sensory or feedback robot started to evolve [13]. The first 
industrial arm robot was developed by the General Motors Assembly line in 1961, designed for 
carrying out continuous and dangerous tasks in the factory in New Jersey. It comprises of an 
autonomous cast that conveys the red-hot metal door handles and car parts through cold water 
before these parts are trimmed by workers [15]. In 1962, Ernst developed a Robot that can sense 
and interact with the unstructured environment. In 1963, McCarthy and colleagues developed a 
binary robot vision system, which responds to the obstacles in the environment. The walking robot 
was built by General Electric for the ARMY in 1969 [13]. In 1973, Stanford developed the first 
language for programming robot with high-level commands and in 1974, Cincinnati Milacron, Inc. 
introduced its first computer-controlled manipulator, known as The Tomorrow Tool, which had the 
capability of tracking a moving object and lifting 100 pounds of load on an assembly line [13]. The 
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first Programmable Universal Manipulation Arm was built by an American mechanical Engineer 
Victor Scheinman in 1975. The arm could move an object from one place and place it at any 
specified location [3]. In 1979, SCARA (Selective Compliant Articulated Robot for Assembly) was 
introduced in Japan and later that year, it was introduced in the United States. With the 
advancement of automation, the industrial robot's application grew with time.  
Some of the mobile robot launched by Adept Technology are listed below: 
 Pioneer Robot 3-AT 
The Pioneer robot 3-AT is a small ground research mobile robot. The versatility, reliability, 
durability, customisability, and ruggedness of the robot make it suitable for educational research 
purposes. The robot can be used for applications such as mapping, navigation, monitoring, vision 
and much more. This Pioneer Robot from the MobileRobot Inc. has an embedded computer as the 
master controller, which enabled vision processing, Ethernet communication, and various other 
autonomous functions. This Robot is supported by three 12V lead acid batteries. It consists of eight 
front and eight back sonar sensors. The architecture of this robot makes it possible add-on 
components like laser-based navigation option, GPS, grippers, bumpers and vision sensors. They 
can run on steep and rugged surfaces [16]. The Pioneer 3-AT robot as shown in Figure 6 runs on 
four-wheeled drive skid steer mechanism [17]. 
 
 
Figure 6: Pioneer Robot 3-AT  
 Pioneer P3-DX 
This is a fully programmable robot that utilises two-wheeled differential drive with rear balancing 
caster. The system comprises of an embedded controller, a 500- tick encoder, eight front sonars, 
and one 12v dc battery. They are used for research purposes and applications such as monitoring, 
navigation, and mapping [19]. 
 
2.7 Review of existing work on 4 wheeled mobile robot 
1. Underground automatic transport vehicle [20] 
An underground vehicle with roller bumper was developed by students (H. Karasawa, T. Okubo, R. 
Fukui, M. Nakao, Y. kodama) in University of Tokyo, Japan in 2016. The paper focuses on how the 
concavity and convexity of wall affect the vehicle.” This paper proposed a concavity and convexity 
detection method using geometric feature extraction of wall roughness”. The aim was to develop a 
robot that can function in narrow paths of underground mining sites. The purpose of the roller 
bumper was to keep contact with the wall. Differential drive mechanism was employed for the 
robot steering system. A cruise control method was also developed for high-speed wall-contacting 
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drive and avoidance of impulsive contact with the wall in the underground narrow pathways. The 
vehicle will try avoiding the obstacle and will change the direction using self-localization. The 
approach used to achieve the aim was as follows: 
 Using Laser Range Finder based self-localization, the vehicles runs at the center of the 
pathway  
 The vehicle runs at same velocity while driving in a curve.  
The outcome of this experiment clarifies how the roughness of the walls affect the vehicle. To 
determine the roughness of the wall, a uniaxial fast-response distance sensor is used. It was 
concluded that the convexity affects the vehicle more profoundly than any other type of wall 
roughness. The avoidance of convexity was more difficult than that of the concavity curve as it is 
hard to measure the distance when the curve radius is small. 
2. Sensor-based control of a wheeled mobile robot [21] 
Mester Gyula, in 2010 worked on a sensor-based control of the wheeled mobile robot wirelessly in 
an unknown environment, using a Sun SPOT technology.  A methodology was developed for 
controlling the velocity of the robot when it detects an obstacle or slope. The wireless 
communication uses the ZigBee protocol. This strategy was implemented on the miniature mobile 
robot Khepera. “The mobile robot was equipped with ultrasonic sensors and a stereo-vision 
system." The control strategy was to avoid an obstacle while it is moving towards a target. A 
compromise technique was developed that worked between the obstacle avoidance and moving 
towards the target. Any time the robot will detect the obstacle, it will slow down and rapidly 
change its orientation. Steering the robot is achieved by changing the velocity of right and left 
wheels (differential drive mechanism). 
 
3. Object tracking wheeled robot [22] 
An object tracking robot was developed by I. Ullah, F. Ullah and Q. Ullah in 2011. The robot uses 
three ultrasonic sensors for detecting the distance from an object. The design of the object tracking 
robot was based on the Fuzzy Logic Controller which maps an input vector into a scalar output. For 
a non-linear system, the Fuzzy Logic Controller is divided into four aspects: fuzzification of all the 
inputs from the three sonar sensors, rules base for establishing the rules, the interface system that 
will generate the results for every rule and defuzzification is used for obtaining the outputs. They 
implemented the strategy by controlling the two wheels using DC servo motors. The distance from 
the object was categorised in three regions: near distance was assumed below 30cm, medium from 
30cm to 60cm, and far between 60cm to 90cm. The distance from the object is constantly 
monitored. “For example, if all sensors detect the object in constant region, the robot will go 
forward; in the same way, if the left sensor detects the object in near region, the middle sensor 
detects the object in constant region, and the right sensor detects the object in far region, the 
robot will go forward in right direction. If no object is detected by the sensors, then the robot will 
remain stationary”. Similar techniques were used in nine different situations to enable the robot 
successfully track the object. 
3. HARDWARE OVERVIEW 
3.1 Grippers 
The Pioneer Gripper is an extended arm of the robot and can move in two directions. The 
movement is such that it can move up or down in the vertical direction and at the same time, can 
open and close in the horizontal direction. The gripper is driven by two reversible 12V DC drive-
motor. The gripper has twin break beams or light sensors between the gripper arms and contact 
sensors for grip control. [23] 
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3.2 Sonar Sensor 
There are eight sonar sensors in the front and eight sonar sensors at the back of the Pioneer Robot 
that can be used for object detection and collision avoidance. The sequence of sonar sensors can 
be pre-set by the manufacturer and can be triggered through the sonar driver board using a 
microcontroller [24]. 
3.3 Bumper switches 
There are five bumper switches that are attached to the back of the robot. The switches are used 
to indicate when the robot hits a wall. The bumpers have a multiplexer board that maps each input 
to a series of eight binary digits. The first five bits represent the state of the five bumper switches. 
[25] 
3.4 Motors and Position Encoder 
The Pioneer robot consist of four 12V DC drive motors Four Pittman LO-COG 12 V 9236 (shown in 
Figure 7) series motors are used to drive the Pioneer 3-AT and E203 series quadrature encoder 
attached to two motors for position and speed measurement, there is no exact manual available 
online for motor and position encoder used in the Pioneer Robot [25]. 
 
Figure 7: Pittman LO-COG 12 V 9236 series motors 
3.5 Pioneer Robot Boards 
3.5.1 Gripper control board 
This board is used for controlling the vertical and horizontal movement of the Pioneer Robot arm. 
The board is connected to two reversible 12V DC drive motor.   
3.5.2 Motor control board 
The motor control board shown in Figure 8 which is used in this project has no specific manual 
available. Four H- bridges attached to the motor control board are used for controlling the motor 
speed and direction. Two H-bridges for direction control and two for speed control. The board also 




Figure 8: Motor Control Board 
3.5.3 Sonar control boards 
This board is used for triggering and reading the echoes from the sonar sensors. Eight sonars are 
multiplexed together in a single board. The sonar driver board provides the liberty to change the 
firing pattern of the sonars with the help of a microcontroller. The sensors are arranged in a way 
that they do not interfere with each other, and the arrangement is not in sequence, rather the 
sonars are positioned in the manner shown in the Figure 9. 
 
Figure 9: Sonar Sensors Position 
3.5.4 Microcontroller 68HC12 
The Pioneer robot was initially controlled by an MC68HC11 microcontroller which was changed 
during this project to an MC68HC12 microcontroller. Figure 10 shown below is MC68HC12 
microcontroller board used in this project which consists of one asynchronous Serial Channel and 
one synchronous Serial Peripheral Interface and a 34-pin JEDSTACK vertical stacking connector 




Figure 10: 68HC12 microcontroller 
4. INITIAL TESTING AND RESULTS 
Because the last work done on the Pioneer Robot was in 2012, it was necessary to test the robot to 
verify correct functionality. It was identified that the quadrature encoder board and the wireless 
transceiver were missing. Also, the batteries were discharged to the extent that they could no 
longer be recharged. After discussing with Iafeta Laava (Murdoch University technical staff), he was 
able to find the quadrature encoder board and the batteries were replaced but the wireless 
transceiver could not be located. The first step taken was to try running the robot by following the 
instructions given in Dion Patelis’s thesis. The robot failed to function. As nothing seemed to be 
working, there was a need for individual testing of the electronic components. Because of lack of 
manuals available for the different control boards, the individual control boards had to be tested 
separately. 
4.1 Wireless transceiver  
The microcontroller 68HC11 can be connected to the computer by RS-232 [26]. Dion Patelis for his 
thesis project on Pioneer Robot, designed and build the wireless transceiver in 2012.  This 
transceiver was not found with the Robot. The communication of microcontroller with the PC was 
established by RS-232 cable.  
4.2 12V DC battery 
The pioneer robot was powered by three 12V DC, 7 A-hour sealed lead/acid batteries. A multimeter 
was used to check the voltage of the batteries and the three batteries were below 10.5V. It is 
written on the case of the batteries that damage is done to the batteries below 10.5V. To verify 
that the batteries were damaged, the batteries were connected to a battery charger for more than 
6 hours but failed to recharge.  
4.3 Microcontroller board 
Previously, a 68HC11 microcontroller board was used for the Pioneer Robot. The RAM installed on 
the board kept failing every time power was supplied to the board, and each time it happened, the 
EEPROM had to be erased by the UV Programmer. A voltage regulator on the motor control board 
steps down the 12V supply for the motors to 5V. The output 5V of the voltage regulator supplies 
the microcontroller board. When the motors draw large current from the 12V supply, it affects the 
5V supply because there is no isolation between the 12V and 5V supply on the motor control 
board. The large current induced into the circuit was the most probable reason why the RAM of 
microcontroller board kept flashing. After discussing with the Project Supervisor Graeme Cole 
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(Associate Professor, Murdoch University), it was decided that the power supply for the motors and 
the microcontroller board should be isolated. 
4.4 Bumper board testing 
The next board tested was the bumper board. 5v power supply was provided to the board and the 
switches were tested. A multimeter was used to test the output of the switches but when the 
switches were activated, there was no reading on the multimeter. There could be two reasons for 
this to happen: Either the board is not working or the bumper switches were bad. After 
investigating the two possibilities, it was noticed that the bumper switches were fine but the board 
was not responding. The two MC74HC240N octal 3-state inverting buffer ICs of the bumper control 
board were damaged.  
 
Figure 11: Bumper Control Board 
4.5 Motor control board testing 
The motor control board shown in Figure 12 was specially designed for the Pioneer Robot. The 
board has no manuals or datasheet for reference. Firstly, the motors were tested without the 
motor control board. There are four motors that control the rotation of the four wheels of the 
robot. The motors worked fine after an initial test was carried out under no load. The motor 
control board was tested with the motors attached. The motor control board is a bit complicated as 
it contains a lot of circuits within a single board. The purpose of the motor control board test was 
to figure out which pins are used for controlling the motor speed and direction. For this test, the 
robot was placed in such a way that the wheels of the robot were suspended in the air and hence, 
the test was done under no load condition. It was observed that the left wheels of the Robot were 
not reversing. Instead, they were drawing a lot of current under the no load condition.  
 
Figure 12: Motor Control Board 
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4.6 Gripper board testing 
The Gripper mechanism of the Pioneer Robot consists of two motors and a gripper control board. 
The motors were tested individually without the gripper board, and they worked appropriately. 
However, it was noticed that the gripper board power supper connector was broken as can be seen 
in the Figure 13 below. The motors were also tested with the gripper board attached and the result 
was positive.  
 
Figure 13: Gripper Board testing 
4.7 Printed circuit board testing 
In 2012, Dion Patelis designed a double-sided PCB shown in Figure 14, for the Pioneer Robot as part 
of his final year project. The board had the capability of interfacing the motor control, sonar 
sensors, microcontroller, gripper, and bumper boards. The board has a single power supply for all 
the boards including microcontroller board. A futile attempt was made to communicate with the 
microcontroller through this PCB. It was later discovered that like the motor control board, there 
was no isolation between the 12v and 5v supply on the PCB. Also, during the test of the PCB, it was 
observed that the signals were not passing through the tracks. 
 




5. IMPLEMENTATION  
There were several issues that were found during the initial testing phase. For this reason, it was 
necessary to go back to basics and try and return the Pioneer Robot to basic functionality before 
developing any complex program. The various tasks carried out to solve the issues documented in 
the initial testing phase are discussed below. 
 
Figure 15: Pioneer Robot Structure 
5.1 Design of printed circuit board  
The Pioneer Robot need an interface for all the control boards. A PCB is suitable for interfacing 
different boards with different power specifications together. Before designing the PCB, research 
was carried out on how to isolate the microcontroller inputs/outputs with that of motors. The 
reason for this research was that the power requirement for microcontroller board was 5V 
whereas the motor requires 12V DC power. A 4-channel Opto Isolation Module expansion board 
which uses a TLP281-4 optoisolator was selected. The TLP281-4 optoisolator IC has built-in four 
LEDs and four photodiodes. The schematic diagram for the optoisolator is shown in Figure 16 
below. The maximum voltage that can be applied to the HVCC is 24V. The inputs of the isolation 
module are completely isolated form the outputs. This is the schematic diagram of the Module 




Figure 16: opto-coupler schematic 
There are several software available for designing a Printed Circuit Board. One of the ideas for this 
project is to explore and develop an understanding of different aspects of the electronic world and 
designing a PCB would help in developing that knowledge. It was decided to design and etch the 
PCB in Murdoch University. The PCB DESIGN software was utilised to design a PCB for the Pioneer 
robot. The software has the capability to design a single-sided PCB only. The software is simple to 
work on, but it requires a bit of practice and time to get familiar with the environment. The wiring 
diagram of the interfacing PCB is shown below in Figure 17.  
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Figure 17: PCB wiring diagram 
 
 
5.2 PCB etching procedure 
Etching is the subtractive method for building PCBs. There are different approaches and chemicals 
used for etching. The etching tank in Murdoch University is 250mm×450mm in size and has a 
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heater and air pump pre-installed in it. The basic idea it works on is the removal of unwanted 
copper. The PCB was developed using the following procedure: 
  The design of the PCB is printed on a carbon paper 
  The PCB design carbon paper is then press ironed to the prototype board 
  After the iron printing, the board is put in the tank filled with Ammonium Persulfate. 
  After 15-20 minutes in the tank, the copper traces are etched on the board [27]. The basic 
concept is that the acid will remove the copper where ever it is exposed, and the marked 
part will be protected. 
 The board is then rinsed with water and dried with a cloth. 
Figure 18: Printed Circuit Board design on software 
The first attempt at etching was not successfully. The tracks were not printed properly on the 
board. There were many discontinuities in the tracks. The second problem was that the 
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optocouplers were not spaced properly and were over-lapping with each other. The maximum size 
of the Printed Circuit Board the etching tank can accommodate is 200mm×200mm. This size did not 
allow the full design of the PCB to be etched as the minimum size of the design was 
300mm×250mm. The board was redesigned on the software to include only the pins necessary for 
interfacing the various control boards. This helped in keeping the design within the required size. 
The PCB was etched again, and the PCB came out well.  
The next step was to drill and solder the connectors. Because of the single-sided nature of this 
board, it was designed in such a way that the tracks do not cross each other. For this reason, there 
were many tracks that needed to be manually bridged. The board was then drilled, and the 
connectors were soldered. After connecting the opto- isolators, power supply, motor, gripper, 
sonars and the microcontroller board pins to the PCB, the board was tested. The board had some 
issues which include: misconnections, damage of optoisolator during soldering due to overheating 
of the pins of the optoisolator module and crosstalk between the tracks. Crosstalk arises due to the 
mutual influence of two parallel, nearby tracks [28]. The optoisolators were de-soldered and 
replaced, but there was still crosstalk because of the congestion of the tracks (spacing between 
tracks was not enough). Therefore, a third PCB was designed keeping in mind the issues that the 
previous two board had. 
The third PCB design was etched, and all the connectors and the optoisolator modules were 
soldered. The PCB was tested with all the inputs and outputs from microcontroller board, motor 
control board, gripper board, sonar control boards, I/O board and bumper board. The test was 
successful, and the Printed Circuit Board for the Pioneer Robot was fully working. Shown below in 
the Figure 19 is the front view version 3. The Printed Circuit Board is single-sided. Hence, the 
jumper wires were used to join some tracks at the back of the PCB as the front of the PCB was 
occupied with the optoisolators and connectors for connecting other boards as shown in Figure 20. 
 




Figure 20: PCB back view version 3 
5.3 Wireless communication 
The Pioneer Robot is controlled by a 68HC12 microcontroller which communicates with the SwiftX 
software via a serial communication port on the computer. To give the robot freedom to navigate, 
it is necessary to remotely control the system. There are various protocols available for wireless 
communication with a microcontroller. Some of which includes Bluetooth wireless protocol, Global 
Positioning System.  
For the Pioneer Robot Project, DIGI XBee RF modules were used. The XBee is a reliable, cost-
efficient, and bi-directional wireless transceiver. The ‘XBee’ module uses the ZigBee protocol for 
data transmission based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard protocol [29].  
5.3.1 XBee specifications 
 Supply voltage: 2.8-3.4V 
 Indoor/Urban range: up to 100 ft 
 Outdoor line-of-sight: up to 300 ft 
 Easy configuration through free X-CTU software  
 Supports point-to-point, point-to-multipoint and peer-to-peer topologies. 




Figure 21: USB XBee Explorer 
5.3.2 Sparkfun XBee Explorers 
To establish a wireless connection with the Pioneer Robot, two XBees were needed, one connected 
to the PC(shown in Figure 21) which will allow to communication with the software and other 
connected to the microcontroller on the robot. These two XBees will communicate with each other 
wirelessly. There are different types of XBee explorers, but for the Pioneer Robot, the best suited 
XBee Explorers were the Explorer Dongle and the Serial Explorer. The Explore Dongle is used for 
connecting the XBee with the PC USB port, and the Serial Explorer is used for connecting the XBee 
with the microcontroller serial port as the microcontroller has a RS232 serial connector which can 
be connected easily with the Serial Explorer. The Dongle Explorer consists of a reset button, LED, 
voltage regulator and breadboard compatible pin breakouts [30]. The board sits an FT231X IC 
which is a USB-to-Serial converter [31]. The Dongle has the voltage regulator which helps in 
converting 5V to 3.3V for the XBee power requirement. The LED will indicate the communication 
status (receiving or transmitting). Also, it has an LED for power indication and another LED for RSSI 
which indicates the strength of the received signal. The brighter the LED, the better the signal 
quality. The Serial Explorer sits a MAX232S IC which converts RS-232 to serial base unit [32]. The 
Serial Explorer also has LED, a voltage regulator, and a reset pin. The modules were connected in 
the same way as shown in Figure 22 with the PC and microcontroller, which will allow to give 
instructions to the microcontroller through the SwiftX software wirelessly. 
 
Figure 22: Wireless communication hardware setup 
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5.3.3 Configuring the XBee Module 
The XBee Module parameters need to be configured to correspond to the parameters of the 
devices (microcontroller and computer) they are connected to. The XCTU which is a free software 
by DIGI was used for configuring the XBees. This enables the selection of the communication 
topologies between the XBee modules. The XBee Modules were mounted on the interfacing 
Explorers and connected to the computer. In the XCTU software, the ADD DEVICE button was 
clicked. A window popped up which allows selection of the Module by clicking the serial 
communication port it is connected to. Also, the communication parameters which includes the 
baud rate, data bits, stop bits, and flow control can be selected. The XBees modules were added to 
XCTU. On selecting one of the modules, the network settings of that module appeared on the right 
side of the window. It is recommended to update the firmware of the XBee to the latest version by 
clicking on the update firmware button on the screen, and this will increase the efficiency of the 
XBee Module. The network setting of the selected Module can be modified accordingly through the 
XCTU software as shown in Figure 23.  
 
Figure 23: XCTU Software 
For establishing point-to-point communication between two XBee modules, the basic concept is 
that the source address of one XBee Module and the destination address of the second XBee 
Module should match and vice versa. Also, the PAN (Personal area network) id of both the XBee 
Module should be same for networking different XBees. XBees are either preconfigured with the 
PAN id to join, or they can discovery nearby networks and select a PAN id to join. For the First XBee 
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Module, the destination address was set to 1, the source address was set to 0, and the PAN id was 
set to 111. The second XBee Module was selected, the source address of this XBee Module was set 
to 1 same as the destination address of the first XBee module and the destination address was set 
to the 0, which matches the source address of the first XBee module. After configuring both XBee 
modules, the communication was tested on the XCTU software by using the console tab which 
enables sending and receiving of data between the two XBee modules. Data was sent and received 
simultaneously by both XBee modules which means the configuration was done properly as shown 
in Figure 24.  
 
Figure 24: XCTU console tab 
The XBee modules were then installed on the microcontroller and PC. The communication test 
between the PC and the Microcontroller was carried out using SwiftX software. It was observed 
that the XBee Modules were not communicating with each other. The baud rate of the XBee 
Modules was set to 9600 which is the default baud rate of the microcontroller board as specified in 
the preliminary manual of the microcontroller [33]. The no communication issue between the 
XBees was investigated, and it was discovered that the baud rate configured in the kernel for the 
microcontroller was 19200.  This means that when the microcontroller was connected to the PC via 
RS-232 communication, the forth SwiftX software was communicating with the microcontroller 
board at 19200 baud rate and not at the default baud rate of the microcontroller which is 9600. 
After this discovery, the XBee Modules were re-configured to the baud rate of 19200. The 
communication test between the XBee Modules was performed again. The SwiftX software started 
displaying a “no XTL POR” error. After investigating further, it was decided to connect the control 
flow signal pins along with the transmitter, receiver, and ground connection from the 
microcontroller to the XBee explorer. The RTS and CTS pins from the XBee were connected to the 
CTS and RTS pins of the microcontroller respectively to enable hardware control. The 
communication was established successfully.  
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5.3.4 XBee Module Hardware connection  
The XBee is connected to the microcontroller by connecting the Dongle Explorer with the RS-232 
connector on the microcontroller. The XBee Dongle Explorer is capable of interfacing with the 
microcontroller by an inbuilt 3.3V CMOS UART [29]. The pin diagram for the microcontroller 
connection with the XBee Explorer is shown below in Figure 25. 
Figure 25: XBee connection with microcontroller 
The XBee has a processor which is used to buffer serial and RF data. The data received or 
transmitted stays in the buffer until it is processed by the device. The flow control of the data is 
controlled by CTS and RTS. If the CTS pin is high, the data transmission will be halted, and if the CTS 
pin is low, the data transmission will resume [34]. 
5.4 Bumper board troubleshooting 
There are five bumper sections at the back of the Pioneer Robot. Each section is controlled by a 
separate PCB board which sits two mini momentary push buttons at each end. The two push 
buttons are connected to a three pin connector where Pin 1 is the common of both switches and 
pin three is connected to the positive pins of the two mini push buttons as shown in Figure 26. The 
two push buttons on every section are connected in parallel which means that either of the push 
buttons can close the circuit for that section. All the bumper sections are connected through one 
common pin. The diagram below shows the arrangement of the mini push buttons and the 
connection of all bumpers sections.   
 
Figure 26: Bumper section PCB 
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The various bumper sections are connected to a bumper control board which consists of two Octal 
3-state Inverting Buffer/line driver/ line receiver ICs and also a decoder/ demultiplexer IC. This 
decoder will enable the inverters to invert the state of the bumper section (the state of the switch ) 
[35] [36]. As discussed in the initial testing and results section 4.1, the IC’s on the bumper control 
board was damaged. It was decided to build a new PCB for the bumper switches rather than 
modifying the previous one because the bumper control board is quite complex to understand and 
has no datasheet available for reference. The motive was to build a simple yet efficient system that 
will serve the same purpose as the previous board. The PCB for the bumper switches was designed 
and etched at Murdoch University. The PCB helps to interface the bumper switches with the 
microcontroller. The wiring diagram and the PCB for the bumpers are shown below in Figure 27 
and Figure 28. 
. 
 
Figure 27: Bumper PCB wiring diagram 
 
 




The microcontroller port DLC was used as inputs for the bumper switches. The port DLC pins of the 
microcontroller were pulled up to 5V. Therefore, when the switch is open, the microcontroller pin 
will be pulled up to 5V, and once the switch is closed, the pin of the microcontroller will be 
grounded. The pull-up logic can be referred from Figure 29 below. 
 
Figure 29: Pull-up logic 
5.5 Motor control 
The Pioneer Robot wheels are driven by four 12V DC drive motor controlled by the motor control 
board. Four motors are connected to four different sprockets via a short shaft. Two of the 
sprockets are connected together by a belt to two wheels on the same side. The sprockets, along 
with the belts, perform the task of assigning equal power to the two wheels [37]. Each side (2 
wheels) speed and direction are controlled by separate H-bridges. The speed of the wheels on one 
side of the robot can be varied by changing the voltage across the corresponding H-bridge on the 
motor control board.  
5.5.1 Direction control 
The Pioneer Robot direction (forward or reverse) can be changed by changing the voltage polarity 
of the dc motor through the H-bridges on the motor control board shown in Figure 30. As discussed 
earlier in the initial testing section 4.4 of this report that a direction control test was done under no 
load condition (the robot wheels were able to move freely). A 5V dc supply was connected to the 
direction control pins of the H-bridges. It was noticed that the left side wheels of the robot were 
operating properly in the forward direction, but the motors were not able to reverse the direction 
rather, they were drawing a lot of current from the power supply. The right side wheels were able 
to run in both the forward and the reverse direction. Also, the motors worked properly when 
tested without the motor control board under no load condition. This means that a damaged 
component on the motor control board is the most probable cause for the left side wheels not 
being able to change its direction. The motor control pins connections with the H-bridge were 
checked, and there were no disconnections found. All four H-bridges were tested separately using 
an oscilloscope. It was discovered that the H-bridge for controlling the direction of the left side 
wheels of the robot was damaged. A new H-bridge was purchased and installed on the motor 
control board which enabled the Robot to run in both the forward and the reverse direction 




Figure 30: Motor Control Board front view 
5.5.2.1 Turning mechanism and the troubleshooting  
The front wheels share a common axis but are controlled by separate motors. Similarly, the rear 
wheels share a common axis and are controlled by separate drive motors. The differential wheel 
drive technique is used for turning the Pioneer Robot. The differential wheel drive turning 
mechanism for the Pioneer Robot was achieved by applying two approaches: 
1. The direction of the wheels on either side of the robot was set in opposite direction.  
2. The speed of the wheels on either side of the robot was varied.  
For turning the robot to its right, the speed of the left side wheels needs to be more than the speed 
of the right side wheels. Also, the direction of left side wheels should be set to forward, and the 
direction of the right side wheels should be set to reverse. The center of rotation of the robot, in 
this case, will be the right side of the robot. Similarly, to turn the robot left, the speed of the right 
side wheels need to be more than the speed of the left side wheels. Also, the direction of the right 
side wheels should be set to forward, and the direction of the left side wheels should be set to 
reverse. So, the center of rotation of the Pioneer Robot for this case will be the left side of robot. 




Figure 31: Pioneer Robot turning mechanism [18] 
After installation of the Printed Circuit Board version 3 and interfacing the control boards of the 
Robot, the Pioneer robot was tested on the ground to check its functionality under load. The 
forward and the reverse direction was tested, and the robot worked properly. Following on from 
the forward and reverse test, the turning mechanism was tested. The robot was able to turn to the 
right but unable to turn to the left. On enabling left turn, it was drawing a lot of current from the 
power supply. The robot was again tested under no load. The wheels of the robot were able to 
move with respect to the turning. The robot was put on the ground and was tested again, but the 
robot still could not turn left. The PWM signals used for the speed control going from the 
microcontroller to the Motor, the PCB connectivity, the optoisolators, voltages, and the 
connections were checked. The electronics of the Pioneer Robot did not seem to have any issues. It 
was then decided to run the test directly with the motors instead of going through the 
microcontroller, PCB, and the motor control board. The test was done with the Pioneer Robot on 
the ground. 12V DC was applied only to the left side wheels, and the robot moved in the forward 
direction. Similarly, 12V DC was applied only to the right side wheels, but the robot did not move. 
This exercise led to the conclusion that there were some issues with the right side wheels.  
The next step was to take a close look at the mechanical parts of the motor. To gain access to the 
motors, the batteries, battery case, wheels, sprockets, and belts were removed. On bringing the 
motor out of the system, it was found that the bolt holding the shaft of the motor and the sprocket 
was broken. Hence, the shaft and the sprocket of one of the right side motor were not connected 
as shown in Figure 32. This means that when an attempt was made to turn the motor left, the 
power and rotatory motion of the motor was not transferred to the sprocket which controls the 
wheels. The shaft was reconnected to the sprocket with the help of Graham Malzer (Murdoch 
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University technical staff). After the Robot was reassembled, the turning mechanism was tested 
again. This time, the robot was able to turn in both the left and right directions. 
 
Figure 32: Motor drive hardware 
5.6 Pixy camera installation and configuration 
The Pixy camera(shown in Figure 33) is a fast and inexpensive image sensor module that can be 
trained to identify objects. This module has an NXP LPC4330 dual-core processor [38]. The 
coverage of the lens attached to the Pixy camera is 75 degrees horizontal and 47 degrees vertical, 
the power consumption is 140mA, the voltage requirement is between 6V to 10V, and the Pixy 
camera module supports UART, serial, SPI, I2C, USB, digital, and analog communication protocols. 
Several objects can be captured by the Pixy camera at once, and information about each object can 
be sent to a microcontroller via one of the Pixy camera supported communication protocols. The 
Pixy camera can remember seven different colour signatures and recognise colour codes which are 
a combination of two or more colour tags placed together [38].  
It is possible to set the colour signatures manually without using any software. The Pixy camera 
comes with a pan/tilt module which enables the Pixy camera to move in both horizontal and 
vertical directions. The configuration utility is available for Windows, MacOS and Linux users. A free 
PixyMon software is available for configuration of the Pixy camera and also for running the pan/tilt 
servo demo. A communication protocol, servo movement limits, and camera properties like the 
range of signatures can be adjusted through the configure dialog box in the PixyMon software. To 
run the PixyMon software, the Pixy camera module needs to be connected to the computer with 
the use of a USB cable. Signatures can also be set and deleted using the PixyMon software. Once 
the configuration is complete, the settings can be downloaded to the Pixy camera module. The Pixy 
camera can then be used without the software.  
To manually teach the Pixy camera to detect objects, the object should be placed in front of the 
Pixy camera and the white button on top of the Pixy camera should be held down. The RGB LED 
under the lens will start blinking with different colours that correspond to what the Pixy camera is 
seeing. Only when the LED shows the colour of the object intended for tracking should the top 
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button be released and once the button is released, Pixy will store the colour as the signature and 




Figure 33: Pan/tilt Pixy camera 
5.6.1 Configuration steps for Pixy using PixyMon 
Mentioned below are the steps for configuring the Pixy camera using the PixyMon software. 
1. Download and install the PixyMon software from www.charmedlabs.com/pixystart.   
2. Connect the Pixy camera. Once it is connected, the camera output will be displayed on the 
PixyMon software. 
3. Click the Action sub-menu and select set signature 1 
4. The video will start as soon as the signature is set, and the camera sensor will start detecting 
the object which was selected in step three. 
5. To adjust the configuration parameters, configuration is selected from the file sub-menu in the 
PixyMon software. The communication protocol can be selected from the configuration 
window.  
6. To delete the signatures, the clear all signature button is selected [38] 
 
Figure 34: Pixy camera I/O connector 
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5.6.2 Connection of Pixy with the microcontroller 
As mentioned in section 5, the Pixy camera can be interfaced with the microcontroller using its 
UART, SPI, digital and analog ports. For the Pioneer Robot, analog signals were utilised to give 
feedback to the microcontroller. Compatible interfaces to the Pixy camera are discussed below: 
 
1. SPI 
Pixy can communicate through SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) protocol. Pin1, pin3, pin4, and pin7 
from the input/output connector of the Pixy camera can be connected with the 68HC12 
microcontroller for SPI communication as shown in Figure 35 [38].  
 
Figure 35: Pixy camera SPI connection with microcontroller 
2. Serial 
serial communication can also be established using the serial port from the microcontroller with 
the Pixy camera by connecting the transmitter of the microcontroller to the receiver of the Pixy’s 
I/O connectors and vice-versa as shown in Figure 36. The baud rate can be modified using the 
“interface” tab of the configure dialog in the PixyMon software. UART communication protocol 
supports baud rates of up to 230kbaud [38]. 
 
Figure 36: Pixy camera UART connection with microcontroller 
3. Analog and digital outputs 
There is one analog output available on the Pixy camera with two modes of analog/digital 
communication. When the Pixy camera detects an object, it will output the X-axis value of the 
object through Mode 4 (discussed below) to pin 3 of the I/O connector and the Y-axis value of the 
object through mode 5 (discussed below) to pin 4 of the I/O connector. It is the simplest 
communication interface available because it sends the position data of the detected object to the 
microcontroller’s analog and digital pins without using any communication. Pin1 of the I/O 
connector is used for digital interfacing with the Pixy camera. The pin1 will show 3.3V when the 
object is detected and 0V when the object is not detected. The analog output voltage of the Pixy 
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ranges from 0V to 3.3V which is directly proportional to the position of the object [38]. Mode 4 and 
mode 5 of the analog interfacing is discussed below. 
Mode 4: If the object is at the extreme left, the analog voltage will be 0V and will increase linearly 
as the object moves from left to right. When the analog output voltage is 3.3V, the object is at the 
extreme right of the Pixy camera [38]. 
Mode5: If the object is at the bottom from the reference of the Pixy camera, the analog voltage will 
be 0V and will increase linearly as the object moves upwards. When the analog output voltage is 
3.3V, the object is at the top from the Pixy camera reference [38]. 
Figure 37: Pixy camera analog and digital I/O connection with microcontroller 
5.6.3 Installation of Pixy camera  
The Pixy camera pan/tilt was assembled with the Pixy camera by connecting the two servos 
operating in vertical and horizontal directions. The purpose of installation of the Pixy camera on the 
Pioneer Robot was to add more features to the robot. This vision sensor can be used for several 
applications like picking selected objects, tracking an object, etc. The versatility of the Pixy camera 
makes it a suitable vision sensor for the microcontroller. A stand for the Pixy camera which will not 
interfere with the other electronics and sensors of the robot was designed and developed. The 
stand which was built with the help of Graham Malzer (Technical officer, Murdoch University) 
consists of a DIN rail on either side of the robot so that the position of the Pixy camera can be 
changed from one point to another. A flat surface is attached over the two DIN rails where the Pixy 
camera sits.  
 
Figure 38: Pixy camera mount 
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6. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
To run the Pioneer Robot remotely, the system has to be controlled by the software wirelessly. 
After troubleshooting the hardware issues and installing wireless communication devices, the 
Pioneer Robot was ready to perform different tasks using its sensors and components. Dion Patelis 
developed a program for Pioneer Robot for his thesis. The program was built for Microcontroller 
68HC11. As mentioned in section 3, the microcontroller was changed to 68HC12. After changing 
the microcontroller, the ports, some of the boards were changed like the PCB, bumper and also the 
Pixy cam was connected. Due to the modifications in the wiring of the project, a new program was 
developed. The sonar sensor communication program was referred from the Dion’s sonar program. 
6.1 Software Environment 
The software used for the Pioneer Robot is the SwiftX pro software which allows users to develop 
programs using Forth programming language. Forth programming comprises of a stack-oriented 
interactive interpreter/complier utilised for Embedded and real-time application. “SwiftX is an 
interactive development environment (IDE) and cross compiler for developing, debugging, and 
testing firmware for microcontrollers and microprocessors" [39]. The debugging tool of SwiftX 
communicates with the target RAM through cross-target link [39]. Using Forth Programming 
language, two tasks were assigned to the Pioneer Robot.  
Task 1: Navigation/obstacle avoidance  
To navigate the Pioneer Robot through an obstacle path, the sonar sensors play a key role. The 
Pioneer Robot has sixteen sonar sensors, eight in the front and eight at the back of the robot. The 
time of flight principle was used for calculating the distance of an obstacle from the robot. The time 
it takes for a signal sent from one of the sonar sensors to be reflected to the sensor is used to 
estimate the distance between that sensor and the object reflecting the signal. A program to 
trigger the sonars and read the echo of the sonars was developed.  
An output compare interrupt code (can be referred from the Appendix 2 section of this report) was 
developed to trigger the sensors and a real-time interrupt code was developed to switch from one 
sensor to the other because only one sensor can be triggered at a time. When a sonar sensor is 
triggered, the code used to switch between the different sonars will wait for the echo (distance 
from the object) of the sonar that has been triggered before moving on the next sonar sensor. The 
output compare code is set to toggle whenever there is a timer overflow interrupt (TOF) because 
the pin used to trigger the sensors has to be toggled from low to high before a sensor can be 
triggered. This process will go on continuously thereby triggering all the sonar sensors one by one 
and storing the distance values received from the sensors in an array. 
For the robot to successfully navigate through an obstacle path, three tasks were created; the first 
task moves the robot in the forward direction, the second task turns the robot to the right, and the 
third task turns the robot to the left. The robot movement is entirely dependent on the values 
reported by the sonar sensors. When the program starts, the robot moves in the forward direction, 
and when sonar3 (middle sensor) reports a value below a set value, the robot moves into the 
reverse state. There are three separate tasks that control the movement of the robot in the reverse 
direction that is similar to the three tasks that control the robot in the forward direction. The main 
difference between the forward and reverse tasks of the robot is the set of sonar sensors being 




Figure 39: Flow chart for navigation/obstacle avoidance explanation 
The conditions that have to be met to make the robot switch from task to task can be seen in figure 
40. Only sonar three can cause the robot to move into the reverse state which means that the 
program will begin to check the back sonars and based on the values they report, will switch 
between the various tasks for reverse navigation.   
Task 2: Object tracking  
The Pixy camera was installed on the top of the Pioneer Robot. The idea was to make the pioneer 
robot follow an object. The Pixy camera module was fixed on a stand, and the pan/tilt was not 
connected. Thus, the reference point of the camera is fixed. Using the PixyMon software, the 
camera interface was set to analog I/O x-axis. Hence, the PixyMon data will be sent to the analog 
input port of the microcontroller. 0 to 151 (value seen on the software) is the x-axis range that the 
camera can see. This range will tell the microcontroller the position of the object. Show below is a 





Figure 40: Flow chart for object tracking task explanation 
The program consists of three tasks; left, straight and right. If the input of the microcontroller 
connected to the Pixy camera returns a value between 10 and 50, the robot will turn left, if the 
input returns a value between 51 and 109, the robot will move straight, and if the input returns a 
value between 110 and 150, the robot will turn right. Also, if the camera does not detect the object 
(out of camera range), the robot will move straight. Due to the fact that the camera is fixed, the 
lens’s field of view is fixed to a certain distance by the software. Hence, it is necessary to keep the 
object in the field of view of the lens. Otherwise, the camera will not detect any object, and the 
robot will move straight. 
7. PROJECT RISKS AND SAFETY 
Some of the risks, which can be encountered in this project are mentioned below: 
1. The batteries of the robot should be taken out separately from the robot before charging. 
Never charge the batteries when placed within the robot. 
2. Keep the wheels of the robot away from hanging wires and long hair. 
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3. Voltage supplied to the electronic components should be constant as per their power 
requirements.  
4. Electronic components must always be disconnected before testing.  
8. CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED 
Discussed below are the challenges encountered during the project: 
1. Difficulty in locating background documents on Pioneer Robot: 
The last work done on the Pioneer Robot was in 2012. The wiring diagrams, the appendix 
documents, and the previous codes were difficult to locate.  
2. Damaged and missing electronic components: 
The Pioneer Robot is a pure electronics project that involves many boards, connectors, and 
electronic components. To run it as a unit, all the components need to be connected 
together. Some of the components of the Pioneer Robot were missing, and it took some 
time to try and locate or replace the missing components. 
3. PCB designing: 
The software environment for designing a PCB was challenging. However, with the help of 
Iafeta Laava (Murdoch University technical staff), a PCB was designed for the robot. 
4. Lack of documentation: 
Manuals and datasheets of most of the control boards are not available online for 
reference, and the boards are also quite difficult to understand. This was the biggest 
challenge I had to surmount. 
5. Lead time: 
The delays in the delivery of ordered components was also a challenge because the 
execution of the project had to be sometimes halted because of a single component.   
6. Electronics troubleshooting: 
This project involves bundles of wires and electronic components. It was often difficult to 
determine the root cause of an issue. All connections were sometimes disconnected, and 
each board removed to try and find the cause of a problem. 
9. FUTURE WORKS 
1. Front panel control: 
A front panel which has an LCD screen and button can be installed on the robot. The button 
can be used to switch between different tasks while the screen can be used to display the 
current task being carried out by the Robot. 
2. Position control: 
The navigation task program developed in this project does not include position control. 
The program can be further developed so that the robot position can be controlled thereby 
eliminating the current random nature of the robot navigation. An encoder would be 
needed to control the position of the robot. 
3. Picking and dropping task: 
With the help of the Pixy camera, the gripper, and the encoder, it is possible to pick up an 
object and drop the object in a specific spot. 
4. Pixy camera pan/ tilt: 
The pan/tilt operations of the Pixy can be used for the robot by connecting the servo 
motors of the Pan/tilt to the Pixy board. 
5. Sonar sensor troubleshooting 
There is an issue of interference when it comes to reading the echo pulses by the sonar 




The Pioneer Robot which was acquired for teaching and research purposes has been a part of the 
Murdoch University for several years. The robot has gone through several changes. The robust 
nature of the robot makes it suitable for applications such as navigation, obstacle avoidance, 
mapping, and so on. The aim of this project was to remotely control the robot to carry out different 
tasks like navigation/obstacle avoidance and object tracking. 
To accomplish the aim of this project, the electronic components and connection were reviewed 
and tested as the last work done on this project was five years ago. After completion of the test, 
the interface PCB was designed and etched in Murdoch University, the microcontroller was 
upgraded from a 68HC11 to 68HC12 microcontroller. A new bumper board was installed in the 
robot and the motor controller board H-bridge was replaced because these components failed to 
function properly during the initial test. To remotely program the robot, X-Bee wireless 
communication modules were installed on the robot, and a Pixy camera was connected to the 
robot to enable object tracking. A program was developed using the forth programming language 
to achieve the objectives of this project: navigation/obstacle avoidance and object tracking.  
Some of the hurdles that had to be overcome for this project to be successful were lack of 
documentation, lack of knowledge in PCB designing, missing electronic components and most of 
all, electronics troubleshooting. All the tasks assigned to the robot was tested and demonstrated 
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APPENDIX 1 Wiring Diagram 
 
Figure 41: Wiring Diagram 
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APPENDIX 2 Start-up Guide 
Part A- HARDWARE CONNECTIONS 
 Check the three 12V DC batteries used for motors are fully charged and also the 12V DC 
battery which is on the top of the robot is fully charged 
 Connect the 5V supply from the buck converter to the PCB board terminal(1) and also to 
the Pixy Camera. 
 
Figure 42: Pioneer Robot top platform 
 Connect the 5v from the motor control board voltage regulator to the PCB board 
terminal(2) as shown in Figure 43.  
 
 
Figure 43: PCB connection diagram for voltage supply 
 





Figure 44: 12v power supply connection 
 Make sure that all the boards are connected to the specified connector on the PCB board 
for interfacing. 
 Once all the supplies are connected, turn on the button in the top platform of the robot 
and also the button at the back of the robot. 
 
 
Part B- Software 
navigation/obstacle avoidance task 
1. Try communicating with the microcontroller using two XBees, which is already configured.  
2. Make sure the connections of the Serial XBee explorer with the microcontroller is correct 
3. For running the task of navigation and obstacle avoidance  
3.1 First debug and then download the program named sonarnew. Once downloaded type stride in 
the command window to initialise the sonar sensors. 
3.2 then download the mainnew code and type navigate, this will start the navigation/obstacle 
avoidance task. 
3.3 Type stopit,  if want to stop the operation 
 
 
                                                    Object tracking  
To run the object task independently, the colour signature needs to be set either from the software 
or from the white button on top of the pixy. For this thesis the signature was set to red colour. 
After setting the signature then follow the steps below: 
1. Debug and then download the pixymain code  
2. Once downloaded type pixy1 on the command window to begin the task. 
APPENDIX 3 Programs 
1. Sonarnew code 
  
: OUTPUT  
$80 tscr c! 
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$30 TIOS C!  
 
\ $30 oc7m c! 
\ $30 oc7d c!  
 
%00010001 tctl4 byteset ; 
 
: testdetectR    begin tc0H @ u. cr #500 ms key? until ;  
      
  \ Front Sonars. 
: testdetectF    begin tc2H @ u. cr #500 ms key? until ;  
       \ Back Sonars. 
 
8 constant #Sonars 
 
variable    FrontSonar# 
variable    BackSonar# 
 





                         0 BackSonars # ldx BackSonar# ldab %111 # andb aslb abx 
    TC0H  ldd  0 ,x std  
                                BackSonar# inc    
    FrontSonar#  ldaa %111 # anda  BackSonar# ldab %111 # andb aslb 
aslb aslb 
    aba   $7F00 staa  
    $01  #  ldaa   tflg1 staa 





#sonars    array FrontSonars \ Specify frontsonars array. 
 
label <FrontSonar> 
     
                         0 FrontSonars # ldx FrontSonar# ldab %111 # andb aslb abx   
    TC2H  ldd  0 ,x std  
    FrontSonar# inc  
    FrontSonar# ldaa  %111 # anda BackSonar# ldab %111 # andb aslb 
aslb aslb 
    aba $7F00 staa  
                                $04 # ldaa tflg1 staa   
    rti  
end-code 
 
 : SetupDetection  ( -- ) 
    <BackSonar> v-timer0 exception  <FrontSonar>v-timer2 Exception   
                               $05 tmsk1 byteset  
         $84 TMSK2 C! ;    
 
 
: sonarpulseon  ( -- ) $FFFF dup TC5h !  TC4h !   
      %00000101 tctl1 byteset  ; 
: sonarpulseoff  ( -- ) %00000101 tctl1 byteclear  ; 
 
: ReadFront ( sonar# -- distance ) 
    mapping FrontSonars 
 @ scale ; 
 
: ReadBack ( sonar# -- distance ) 
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    mapping BackSonars @ scale ; 
\ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ END - SONAR 
\ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
\ 
\ IGNORE THIS 
 
: stride output setupdetection sonarpulseon ; 
 
: LIVE1 10000  0 backsonars ! 10000 1 backsonars ! 10000 2 backsonars ! 10000 3 backsonars ! 
10000 5 backsonars ! 10000 6 backsonars ! 10000 7 backsonars ! 10000 4 backsonars  ! ; 
 
: LIVE 10000  0 frontsonars ! 10000 1 frontsonars ! 10000 2 frontsonars ! 10000 3 frontsonars ! 
10000 5 frontsonars ! 10000 6 frontsonars ! 10000 7 frontsonars ! 10000 4 frontsonars  ! ; 




1. Mainnew (Navigation/obstacle avoidance) code 
 
\  PWM 
: PWM1 
%11000000 $0040 C!  \ CONCATENATION 
%00000101 $0042 C! \ PWM ENABLE 
200 $004C C!  \ max period 244 
200 $004e c! 
180 $0050 C! 
180 $0052 c! 
; 
: duty1 $0050 C! ; \ channel0 
 




: forward  
%110 $7f01 c! 
; 
 
: reverse  
%1001 $7f01 c! 
;  
 : fr1  
%1100 $7f01 c! ; 
 
: fr2  
%11 $7f01 c! ; 
 
: disable1 1 $0042 byteclear ; 
: disable2 %100 $0042 byteclear ; 
: mr pwm1 fr1 disable1 50 duty2 ; 
: ml pwm1 fr2 disable2 50 duty1 ; 
: mr1 pwm1 fr1 disable2 50 duty1 ; 
: ml1 pwm1 fr2 disable1 50 duty2 ; 




















20 g c! 
 
: check0 0 readfront 1500 < if   obstacle suspend taskturnleft suspend taskturnright resume pause 
then  ; 
: check1 1 readfront 1500 < if   obstacle suspend taskturnleft suspend taskturnright resume pause 
then  ; 
: check2 2 readfront 2000 < if   obstacle suspend taskturnleft suspend taskturnright resume pause 
then  ; 
 : checkwall 3 readfront 1800 < 4 readfront 1800 < and if obstacle suspend taskturnright suspend 
taskturnleft suspend obstacle1 resume pause then ; 
: check5 5 readfront 2000 < if   obstacle suspend taskturnright suspend taskturnleft resume pause 
then  ; 
: check6 6 readfront 1500 < if   obstacle suspend taskturnright suspend taskturnleft resume pause 
then  ; 
: check7 7 readfront 1500 < if   obstacle suspend taskturnright suspend taskturnleft resume pause 
then  ; 
 
: turnright   
mr ; 
: turnleft  
ml  ; 
 
: turningright begin obstacle suspend taskturnleft suspend mr 800 ms  live 
  obstacle resume stop pause again ; 
 
: turningleft begin obstacle suspend taskturnright suspend ml 800 ms live 




: that 180 duty1 180 duty2 ; 
 
: checksonars23   begin 20 g c! obstacle1 suspend taskturnright1 suspend taskturnleft1 suspend 
taskturnright suspend taskturnleft suspend pwm1 forward   that check0 check7 check1 check6 
check2 check5 pause again ;  
 
 
: rightmove taskturnright activate turningright ; 
: leftmove taskturnleft activate turningleft ; 
: checkall obstacle activate checksonars23 ; 
 
: checkfront0 0 readback 1400 < if   obstacle1 suspend taskturnleft1 suspend taskturnright1 resume 
pause then  ; 
: checkfront1 1 readback 1400 < if obstacle1 suspend taskturnleft1 suspend taskturnright1 resume 
pause then  ; 
: checkfront2 2 readback 2000 < if  obstacle1 suspend taskturnleft1 suspend taskturnright1 resume 
pause then  ; 
: checkwallback 3 readback 1800 < 4 readback 1800 < and if obstacle1 suspend taskturnright1 
suspend taskturnleft1 suspend obstacle resume pause then ; 
: checkfront5 5 readback 2000 < if   obstacle1 suspend taskturnright1 suspend taskturnleft1 resume 
pause then  ; 
: checkfront6 6 readback 1400 < if   obstacle1 suspend taskturnright1 suspend taskturnleft1 resume 
pause then  ; 
: checkfront7 7 readback 1400 < if   obstacle1 suspend taskturnright1 suspend taskturnleft1 resume 
pause then  ; 
 
: turnright1    
mr1 ; 
: turnleft1  
ml1  ; 
 
 
: turningright1 begin obstacle1 suspend taskturnleft1 suspend mr1 800 ms live1 
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  obstacle1 resume stop pause again ; 
 
: turningleft1 begin obstacle1 suspend taskturnright1 suspend ml1 800 ms live1 
  obstacle1 resume stop pause again ; 
 
: that1 176 duty1 176 duty2 ; 
 
 
: checksonars231   begin 30 g c! obstacle suspend taskturnright suspend taskturnleft suspend 
taskturnright1 suspend taskturnleft1 suspend pwm1 reverse that checkfront0 checkfront7 
checkfront1 checkfront6  pause again ;  
 
 
: rightmove1 taskturnright1 activate turningright1 ; 
: leftmove1 taskturnleft1 activate turningleft1 ; 





0 hg c! 
 
 
: walljob begin g c@ 20 = if checkwall else checkwallback pause then pause again ; 
 
 
: wetry wall activate walljob ; 
 
: navigate wetry checkall1  checkall  obstacle1 suspend rightmove taskturnright suspend leftmove 
taskturnleft suspend pwm1 forward  rightmove1 taskturnright1 suspend leftmove1 taskturnleft1 





: stopit wall suspend taskturnright suspend taskturnleft suspend obstacle suspend  disable1 
disable2 sonarpulseoff taskturnright1 suspend taskturnleft1 suspend obstacle1 suspend ; 
 
3. Pixy1 code (object tracking) 
$80 atdctl2 c! 
$00 atdctl3 c! 
$01 atdctl4 c! 
 
\ task pixy 
\ pixy build 
 
variable pvar 
60 pvar c! 
 
 : pixydo   
 atdstath c@ 
 $80 = if adr2h c@ pvar c! 
 $06 atdctl5 c! then 100 ms pause ; 
 
\ : forpixy pixy activate pixydo ; 
 
: checktarget pvar c@ ; 
: PWM1 
%11000000 $0040 C!  \ CONCATENATION 
%00000101 $0042 C! \ PWM ENABLE 
200 $004C C!  \ max period 244 
200 $004e c! 
185 $0050 C! 




: duty1 $0050 C! ; \ channel0 
 
: duty2 $0052 c! ; \ channel 2 
 
 
: forward  
%110 $7f01 c! 
; 
 
: reverse  
%1001 $7f01 c! 
;  
 : fr1  
%1100 $7f01 c! ; 
 
: fr2  
%11 $7f01 c! ; 
 
: disable1 1 $0042 byteclear ; 
: disable2 %100 $0042 byteclear ; 
: mr pwm1 fr1 disable1 110 duty2 ; 
 
: ml pwm1 fr2 disable2 110 duty1 ; 
: mr1 pwm1 fr1 disable2 110 duty1 ; 
: ml1 pwm1 fr2 disable1 110 duty2 ; 













40 g c! 
 
: check0 0 checktarget 10 50 within if   obstacle suspend pause taskturnright suspend pause 
taskturnleft resume stop   then pause  ; 
: check1 1 checktarget 110 > if   obstacle suspend pause taskturnleft suspend pause taskturnright 




: turningright begin 10 g c!  mr 800 ms  
  obstacle resume stop pause again ; 
 
: turningleft begin 15 g c!  ml 800 ms  
  obstacle resume stop pause again ; 
 
 
: that 185 duty1 185 duty2 ; 
 
 
: checksonars23   begin 20 g c! pixydo pwm1 forward  that check0 check1  pause again ;  
 
 
: rightmove taskturnright activate turningright taskturnright suspend ; 
: leftmove taskturnleft activate turningleft taskturnleft suspend ; 
: checkall obstacle activate checksonars23 ; 
 
: pixy1  checkall leftmove  rightmove  ; 
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